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IT for government
‘Government must be militant about 
interoperability standards,’ says Maude
The government must be militant about 
interoperability standards, Cabinet Office 
minister Francis Maude said at a Public 
Accounts Select Committee examining gov-
ernment procurement practices. 

IT for public sector and communications
DfT rolls out IP telephony
The Department for Transport (DfT) is 
to roll out IP telephony across its prem-
ises, now that it has awarded a contract 
to Azzurri. The managed communications 
firm will install the Mitel Communications 
Director solution at the DfT’s two sites in 
London and Hastings, providing 400 unified 
communication licences for unified messag-
ing, voice conferencing, call recording and 
call logging.

Mobile technology
BlackBerry launches Q5 device
BlackBerry has launched the Q5, the third 
handset to sit on the new BlackBerry 10 
operating system. The mid-range device was 
unveiled by CEO Thorsten Heins at Black-
Berry Live in Orlando, Florida. Heins said 
the Qwerty–touting handset was aimed at 
users in emerging markets who don’t have a 
computer, but want a smartphone. 

Unified communications
Smart metering project hits delay
The government’s £11.7bn plan to have 
smart energy meters in every household 
in the UK has been put back a year to give 
suppliers more time to create the commu-
nications network that will underpin it.
The project, originally planned to be com-
plete in 2019, will now go live in 2020.

Big data strategy
IBM supports Thames Water strategy
Thames Water has earmarked invest-
ments in big data analytics as part of its 
next five-year investment programme, 
with IBM awarded the contract to support 
it. Big data analytics and social media will 
be used to improve operations and inter-
action with customers.  

Cyber security skills
E-Skills UK unveils cyber security 
apprenticeships
UK employers have joined forces with 
skills council e-Skills to offer degree-level 
apprenticeships in cyber security. The 
apprenticeships are being developed by a 
group of employers, including QinetiQ, BT, 
IBM, Cassidian, Crest and Atos, and are 
aimed at offering young people a chance 
to earn a salary while working towards 
qualifications in cyber security. 

EE partnErs with 
Glastonbury for 4G fEstival
glastonbury organisers have signed a deal with ee to 
make the mobile operator the official technology and 
communications partner for the festival.

in its role – previously held by one half of the merged 
firm, orange – ee will provide a number of services for 
visitors to the festival, which takes place at the end of 
June at Worthy farm, somerset.

the provider will set up a dedicated 4g network for the site, expected to play host to 150,000 
visitors and boost 2g and 3g signals so everyone on a mobile will receive improved connectivity.

ee has also worked with festival organisers to create a mobile application to help revellers 
plan their days between stages, provide gps-enabled maps, social networking opportunities and 
real-time updates from the festival floor.

finally, the operator will be offering free mobile phone charging at two tents on the site, 
regardless of which mobile network the user is on. as well as the increasingly standard usb 
charges and the iphone, ee will be providing retro chargers for those with older handsets.
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IT for government
Arqiva wins government mobile contract
The Department for Culture, Media and 
Sport (DCMS) has awarded Arqiva the 
contract to boost rural mobile coverage 
across the UK. The Mobile Infrastructure 
Project (MIP) received state aid funding 
clearance from the EC in December, ena-
bling the government to provide £150m to 
increase signal for “not spot” areas that 
receive little or no mobile phone coverage. 

Cloud computing services
Oracle opens datacentre dedicated to 
G-Cloud
Oracle is planning to open a UK datacen-
tre dedicated to serving government IT 
through G-Cloud. The news follows the 
government’s cloud-first policy announce-
ment, mandating that G-Cloud is consid-
ered as first choice for all new govern-
ment IT spend. 

IT risk management
Accept defeat and change the battle 
plan, says Adobe security chief
Information security professionals are 
so good at lying to themselves that they 
are evenly matched with their adversar-
ies, says Brad Arkin, chief security officer 
at Adobe. “The best thing to do is to 
acknowledge when security strategies are 
not working,” he told the Security Devel-
opment Conference 2013 in San Francisco. 

Software updates
Microsoft’s free Windows 8.1 update
The latest operating system from Microsoft 
– Windows 8 – is set to get an update this 
summer at no cost to its users. Tami Reller, 
chief marketing officer and chief financial 
officer at Microsoft, confirmed the upcom-
ing release of Windows 8.1 – previously 
codenamed Windows Blue – at a conference 
hosted by JP Morgan in Boston, promising it 
would be free through the Windows Store.

IT suppliers
CSC returns to profitability
Beleaguered IT services firm CSC has 
returned to profitability in its full year 
results, posting operating profits of $900m 
(£600m) compared with losses of $1.36bn 
for the previous year 2011-12. In its filing, the 
company reported a sales drop of 2.4% due 
to a number of divestments as part of its 
restructuring programme.

IT strategy
UKOUG extends reach to CIOs
The UK Oracle User Group (UKOUG) is 
set to raise its profile among C-level execu-
tives. Its new president, David Warburton-
Broadhurst CIO at telematics systems pro-
vider Masternaut, told Computer Weekly he 
wanted to extend the user group to encom-
pass the business challenges of using Oracle 
software, building on the group’s traditional 
base in technical issues. n

accEss to ElEctronic hEalth rEcords
Physicians’ views on access a patient should have to their electronic personal health record
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The online skills charity forges on in the north-east to bridge the digital divide 
following partnership training successes in Liverpool. Kayleigh Bateman reports

Go On UK launches digital skills gap 
campaign with £15m lottery funding

The Big Lottery Fund has invested £15m 
to aid cross-sector charity Go On 
UK in its mission to make the UK the 

world’s most digitally skilled nation.
Prime minister David Cameron has made 

a call to businesses to support the drive. Still 
under development, the Go On UK pro-
gramme will open for businesses to apply 
for the funding this autumn. The Big Lottery 
Fund has pledged to fund a small number of 
UK-wide projects.

According to the Office for National 
Statistics’ Internet Access 2012 - Households 
and Individuals report, published in February 
2013, 7.4 million UK adults have never used 
a computer or the internet. Furthermore, 16 
million people in the UK currently lack basic 
online skills to confidently and safely make 
use of digital tools available to them.

Go On UK has eight chief executives on its 
board from Age UK, the BBC, the Big Lottery 
Fund, E.ON, EE, Lloyds Banking Group, the 
Post Office and TalkTalk.

Speaking to Computer Weekly, chief 
executive of Go On UK, Graham Walker, said: 
“The idea is to overcome the perception of 
the internet and to equip people with the 
necessary digital skills and tools so they can 
safely be online.

“We will be looking for national organisa-
tions, with good community reach, that can 
come forward and offer face-to-face support. 
The fund is not for kit, platforms or apps for 
example, but to offer support with a focus on 
face-to-face training and strategies.  

“Getting our message out there is a peer-
to-peer thing. The internet is for the whole 
population, not just for geeks – it empowers 
you to be better informed.”

Walker said businesses are being alerted 
now to give them time to develop their cases 
for how they would use funding to turn the 
disconnected into confident online users.

go on uk chair Martha lane fox: “We need other 
organisations to play their part and follow suit”

 Basic online 
skills gap costs 
UK £63bn, says 

Go ON UK

 Martha 
Lane Fox 
launches  

Go ON UK

Big Lottery Fund chief executive Peter 
Wanless said: “We expect to fund only a 
handful of significant projects, so competi-
tion will be intense.”

Martha Lane Fox, chair of Go On UK, said: 
“The Big Lottery Fund’s digital skills invest-
ment helps us deliver on Go On UK’s objec-
tive to secure vital investment to build the 
digital skills of people and organisations 
across the UK. But we need other organisa-
tions to play their part and follow suit.”

Prime minister David Cameron said: “If we 
are to succeed in the global race, it is vital 
that we ensure our people and businesses 
recognise the opportunities that the web 
offers and have world-class digital skills. 
That is why this government is supporting 
Go On’s ambition to make the UK the world’s 
most digitally skilled nation.
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The campaign was backed by all  
90 local councillors and 80 local business 
and community partners showed their  
support by promoting the Go On UK 
message.

Labour promises £75m for skills
Shadow media minister Helen Goodman 
announced Labour would invest £75m in 
a digital skills programme if re-elected 
in 2015. The programme would focus on 
getting more people online and improving 
digital skills, funded by halving the super-
connected cities programme.

The project was launched last year, when 
government earmarked £114m from the 
£830m broadband fund for turning 10 UK 
cities into “super-connected cities” by 2015.

Previously, the government had pledged to 
invest £830m in delivering the best broad-
band in Europe, including the extension of 
mobile coverage. n

“We are investing around £1bn in our digital 
infrastructure to ensure that everyone in the 
UK has access to fast, reliable broadband. 
These changes will reinforce the UK’s posi-
tion as a leading digital economy and will 
help create local jobs and national growth.”

North east pathway
Go On UK has unveiled plans for a skills 
delivery programme in the north-east of 
England, from October.

After forging cross-sector partnerships in 
Liverpool, the charity plans to take the Go 
On Liverpool model and make digital skills a 
regional priority for the north-east.  

Go On Liverpool used £100,000 of funding 
from The Big Lottery Fund and reduced the 
number of people offline in Liverpool by 55% 
in 18 months.

Regarding the charity’s plans for the north-
east, Lane Fox explained: “We are confident 
we will be able to provide further evidence of 
the impact of partnerships working to drive 
up digital skills and build a replicable partner-
ship model that we can roll out across the 
nation over the next 18 months.”

Walker said: “We have proved that the 
Liverpool model works, so we are now look-
ing to do the same thing but on a larger scale. 
The flavour of Go On UK is ‘let’s supercharge 

what com-
munities are 
already doing 
by helping 
them’.”

In June 2011, 
some 104,000 adults in Liverpool – 29% 
of the local population – had never been 
online, compared with 17% nationally. Over 
18 months 1,500 digital champions were 
recruited to deliver training, following which 
43,000 people started using the internet for 
the first time.

› NAO: Government must address digital divide
› Future of government: Digital citizen survey
› Leaders and laggards in the digital economy

“Let’s supercharge 
what communities are 
aLready doing”
graham waLker, go on uk

diGital skills Gap 
climbs uk aGEnda
the uk’s digital skills issue highlighted by 
go on uk is becoming a political priority.

speaking at the launch of the initiative, 
chief secretary to the treasury, danny 
alexander, committed the government to 
“making sure nobody is left behind” by the 
growth of the internet.

alexander said creating better digital 
infrastructure and improving digital skills is 
hugely important to the economy.

he cited the digital by default plan to put 
public services online, saying it was increas-
ingly important sections of society were not 
excluded. While 17% of all uk citizens are 
not online, in low-income groups the figure 
rises to 26%.“those on lower incomes 
often have the most to gain from the inter-
net,” said alexander.

skills minister Matthew hancock said 
public funds were available to help with 
training for digital skills, but those who 
would benefit most need the most help to 
access that support.

“unless people and businesses come for-
ward, it is not going to happen,” he said.

analysis

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240180328/Government-must-address-digital-divide-says-NAO
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http://bitpipe.computerweekly.com/detail/RES/1332949097_45.html
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analysis

Professionals who have gone from public to private sector IT agree there exists 
a cultural divide and offer advice drawn from experience. Karl Flinders reports

How to cross from public sector IT 
to a technology career in business

The UK’s largest businesses are increas-
ingly willing to take on ex-public sector 
workers, according to research from 

Barclays bank.
In its Job Creation Survey 2013, the bank 

found 60% of the largest UK companies 
are willing to hire former public sector staff, 
compared with 38% in 2012.

IT professionals in the public sector have 
been hit hard by cuts and IT outsourcing as 
the government reduced budgets. Although 
56% believe there will not be enough private 
sector job growth to fill the gap created by 
public sector cuts, government views the pri-
vate sector as the destination for new jobs.

The study found that, while large com-
panies are most likely to say that ex-public 
sector workers are “quite well” or “very well” 

private sector it: “Willingness to take decisions”

 Data 
management: 
lessons from 

the public 
sector

 Public 
sector IT in  

an age of 
austerity

suited to take on a role in their business, 
52% of all UK businesses believe public 
sector workers are “not very” or “not at all” 
equipped to take a position at their company.

The figures are similar for IT-specific jobs. 
A Computer Weekly online survey in 2011 
revealed that 51% of respondents thought 
public sector IT workers were not equipped 
to do private sector IT jobs, while 49% said 
they were.

From public to private sector
Concerning the difference between working 
in public and private sector IT departments, 
some of the IT professionals interviewed by 
Computer Weekly said:
n “Public sector IT is much larger and is 
driven by the commercial department 

public sector it: “committee-bound management”

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/CW500-Public-Sector-IT-in-an-age-of-austerity
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http://www.computerweekly.com/feature/CW500-Public-Sector-IT-in-an-age-of-austerity
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n “Be prepared to start lower than your pay 
grade and work your way up. Learn that 
business speaks more clearly than politics.”
n “Rethink your aspirations and attitude. 
Start shouldering some responsibility and 
read industry magazines to at least try to 
stay in touch with the pace of technology.”
n “Go contracting.”
n “Be prepared for an awful lot of knock-
backs based on preconceptions of what the 
recruitment industry and the industry itself 
thinks you are.”

Opportunities to bridge the divide
On opportunities for public sector IT work-
ers in the private sector, respondents said:
n “I work in the public sector. Having come 
over from the private sector I can’t see a 
lot of people that would be able to make 
the transition the other way. I think that the 
key skill that is lacking tends to be attitude. 
There are a lot of very good and very clever 
civil servants, but they are in the minority 
and I can see that they are usually destined 
to reach the higher levels of management.”
n “The opportunities are limited to poacher 
turned gamekeeper, moving to defence 
suppliers as either project/engineering 
resources or as interims. It’s pretty bleak. 
Yet, there are still companies where you 
would expect defence IT professionals to 
gravitate to, but for some reason the skills 
don’t appear to be transferable.”

Training to move to private sector
On the training that IT workers looking to 
move from the public sector to the private 
sector should take up, the advice was:
n “Courses in risk-taking, assertiveness and 
simple finance to help understand profit as 
a driver for change.”
n “It depends on the level of staff and what 
role they currently do or would aspire to in 
the private sector. I suppose things like agile 
methodology, web technologies, architec-
ture skills, service management.”
n “TOGAF or ITIL, depending on the job.”
n “Java, agile, ITIL and Prince.”
n “My experience of private sector tells 
me web skills, agile and rapid application 
development, and architecture to platform 
systems over the long term, enabling re-use 
and sharing.” n

instead of IT. The solution focuses primar-
ily on the numbers and the overall business 
benefit comes way down the list.”
n “Words that describe working in public 
sector: individual islands, frustration, work-
ing for a department, shirking accountability, 
fear of misinterpretation, bunker mentality, 
ordered, driven by job security, stove-piped 
hierarchy without leadership. 

“Words to describe working for private 
suppliers: driven by success or competitive 
failure, focus on working as a project team, 
learn by being allowed to make mistakes, 
recognition by peers, growth is seen as posi-
tive instead of a further cost to the nation.”
n “The private sector is a vastly more 
aggressive environment.”
n “The main difference I’ve noticed is the 
willingness to take decisions in the private 
sector, instead of fudging them, and man-
agement and direction in the public sector 
being committee-bound. 

“For the most part, I haven’t noticed the 
same commercial pressures or the same 

‘time is money’ 
consciousness 
in the public 
sector. So, in 
many respects, 
it’s the attitude 

once again, but not of those on the front line, 
more the attitudes of those who are in man-
agement layers.”

Migration advice
IT professionals who have crossed the 
divide from public to private sector offer 
this advice to those seeking to follow them: 

› UK public sector outsourcing a global giant
› Cloud computing in the public sector

› Public and private sectors in the new economy

“there are very good 
and very cLever civiL 
servants, but they 
are in the minority 
and i can see they are 
usuaLLy destined to 
reach the higher LeveLs 
of management”

analysis

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240179844/UK-public-sector-outsourcing-world-phenomenon
http://bitpipe.computerweekly.com/detail/RES/1319224049_284.html
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Case study

One of the country’s newest universities turned to a cloud platform to support 
staff, students and its ambitions for growth, writes Archana Venkatraman

Cumbria University invests in cloud 
infrastructure for future expansion

The University of Cumbria is under-
taking an IT project to develop cloud 
infrastructure and has signed a  

multimillion-pound contract with  
Manchester-based managed services and 
cloud specialist ANS Group.

Following a tender process involving 20 
service providers, the university chose ANS 
Group for a fully managed IT infrastructure 
to support its 12,000 students and 1,100 staff 
over 10 locations. 

According to ANS Group, the university’s 
IT upgrade will help it reduce operational 
costs and cut IT management time. The 
university is one of England’s newest, estab-
lished in 2007 following the merger of the 
Cumbrian campuses of the University of 
Central Lancashire, St Martin’s College and 
the Cumbria Institute of the Arts.

Plans for growth
The cloud infrastructure will also offer a 
flexible, scalable solution for the university 
as it grows. Flexible IT systems are crucial 
for the university as it seeks to expand its 
infrastructure to meet future needs.

“The ability for the infrastructure to match 
our development was a key factor in our 
decision-making,” says Colin Coghill, director 
of IT services from the University of Cumbria.

university of cumbria: cut 272 tonnes of co2 and 47% 
of datacentre cooling costs a year with cloud platform

 Missouri 
university 

turns to cloud 
backup service 

for data 
protection

 University 
network 

adopts Huddle 
for cloud 

collaboration

Moreover, the university will be able to 
meet its green IT and environmental objec-
tives by cutting 272 tonnes of CO2. In so 
doing, it will also save about 47% of its  
datacentre cooling costs every year.  

ANS Group will deliver the new IT services 
via a fully-managed FlexPod infrastructure 
aimed at improving service quality.

FlexPod is a reference architecture for 
server, storage and networking, which pro-
vides a dense virtual platform with support 
for nearly double the number of virtual 
machines per host than is currently available.

A FlexPod infrastructure stack com-
prises NetApp FAS storage, Cisco Systems 
Unified Computing System (UCS) and either 
VMware or Microsoft hypervisor technology.

“The solution will not only free up staff 
time and reduce costs, it will continuously 
adapt to suit potential changes over the next 
five years,” Coghill said.

“ANS demonstrated a strategy of how the 
flexible IT structure for the university would 
meet our current and future needs.” n
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interview

M&S puts emphasis on technology 
to drive innovation and profitability

The role of technol-
ogy is changing at 
Marks & Spencer 

(M&S) – and changing the 
company itself as a result. 

As high street retailers move to a multi-
channel world, M&S IT director Darrell Stein 
and his team are delivering projects focused 
on driving innovation and profitability that 
have moved IT out of the back office. As well 
as rolling out systems that will support the 
operations of M&S’s new central warehouse, 
the IT team is creating a big data strategy 
and improving customer self-service. On top 
of that, a major insourcing exercise is under-
way, with the move of the retailer’s e-com-
merce systems from Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) back in-house.

Stein, who only a couple of years ago 
marketed himself as the “back-office guy” 
and claimed to steer clear from new technol-
ogy, has morphed into a different breed of 
CIO. Not only can he be seen on Twitter on 
a regular basis and travelling to investigate 
technologies such as in-memory computing, 
but he also acknowledges that the internal 
view of the contribution and criticality of IT 
to business success is now different.

“The business has moved on – it is as 
simple as that. Operating in a multi-channel 
world without a very strong IT function is 
impossible, and that realisation has changed 
M&S fundamentally,” says Stein.

Driving customer innovation
Evidence of the fact that M&S is raising its 
game in IT-driven innovation is the stream 
of projects that have been developed by the 
internal team of software engineers.

Examples of projects delivered by the 
retailer’s IT staff include 156 in-store termi-
nals where customers can buy M&S’s entire 
online range across 63 stores, and 191 large 

digital “inspiration screens” that carry edito-
rial-style content about products and trends 
across 110 locations. M&S has also equipped 
1,500 of its customer assistants with iPads to 
enable staff to demonstrate the retailer’s full 
range of products to customers, as well as 
checking size and availability. 

Other examples of client-facing technol-
ogy include virtual makeover counters, which 
allow customers to see how certain beauty 
products would suit them, and a screen that 
helps customers choose their duvet and pil-
low choice according to their preferences.

“All this in-store technology to encour-
age customers to use tech to spend money 
with us has been developed by our in-house 
engineering team, typically with agile meth-
odologies – and we will be doing a lot more 
of that,” says Stein.

He also hints that his team is looking at 
taking the bring your own device (BYOD) 
concept to a whole new level: “We are trying 

IT director Darrell Stein reveals that IT is at the heart of the retailer’s business 
plan as it pushes the boundaries of multi-channel retail. Angelica Mari reports

  Turning 
retail space 

into a digital 
environment

  Mobile IT 
investments 
key priority  

for retailers
stein: “operating 
in a multi-channel 
world without a very 
strong it function is 
impossible, and that 
realisation has changed 
M&s fundamentally”

CW500 
interview
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to strike the balance between having proper 
governance in place and making it easy for 
people to bring their own device. This is quite 
a cultural change for the IT department and a 
big change, but also an area where we see a 
great opportunity.”

Focus on big data
A key area of attention for Stein is what can 
be done with the vast amounts of informa-
tion that M&S gathers about customer buy-
ing behaviour. The idea is to drive profitabil-
ity and improve marketing and promotions 
by using data insights smartly.

M&S’s technology team is creating a big 
data strategy in partnership with other busi-
ness divisions to work out what areas the 
retailer will focus on first. 

“Instead of sending block emails out with 
offers such as 10% off to all customers all 
day, the ideal would be to send an email 
saying, ‘We know you bought two of these a 
couple of months ago, so here is a discount 
if you buy a third product now, because you 
tend to get two every couple of months’,” 
says Stein. “This is what we call decision 
marketing – the closer you get to that, the 
more value you get out of your promotional 
spend. It is a case of doing what we are doing 
already, but even better.”

To achieve that goal, there was a need to 
consolidate expertise. Previously, employees 
focused on big data across the various IT 
teams, such as business IT and e-commerce, 
worked separately. But they have been pooled 
together into one team. There is now a group 
of UK experts and offshore resources involved 
in the various components of the firm’s big 
data projects, such as data clean-up.

Leaving Amazon
Another important back-end project that 
has a direct impact on M&S’s bottom line is 
moving the retailer’s multi-channel systems, 
currently hosted by AWS, to a new platform.

This project is being delivered in two big 
chunks. The foundations of the in-house 
system, such as product information man-
agement, data around images and order 
management processes, are going live this 
year. In the first half of next year, the new 
front-end will be up and running.

“It is a very big transition, as we are moving 

a multimillion-pound business, and we will 
have to do that in the public eye. We can’t 
afford to have our website down for two 
weeks, two days, or even two hours – it has 
to appear effortless in terms of the impact on 
customers,” says Stein.

While the move is underway, M&S also 
has to develop skills in the IT department to 
carry out tasks that were previously done by 
Amazon, such as security and IT operations. 

Warehouse management
Another key deliverable of the IT team is the 
roll-out of a new warehouse management 
system from Red Prairie. The platform will 
support a significant milestone for M&S’s 
logistics – its warehouse set-up, currently 
spread across the north of the UK, will be 
consolidated in one 900,000ft2 central dis-
tribution centre in Castle Donington. 

“The new system will improve service in 
terms of what slots we can offer next-day 
delivery to customers. With one big ware-
house in the centre of the country, we can 
offer later cut-off times,” says Stein. “It will 
help in automation, efficiency and cost.”

Approaching seven years of service at 
Marks & Spencer, Stein is busier than ever, but 
satisfied with the current position of IT as a 
key part of the business strategy, rather than 
the back-office function it was in the past.

“IT is very much at the heart of the M&S 
business plan and, because of this, working 
in the IT team at the moment is an exciting 
place to be as we enter new international 
territories, push the boundaries of multi-
channel retail and deliver big projects such as 
the new website platform.” n

This is an edited version. Read the full interview online.

interview

“the pLatform move is a 
big transition as we are 
moving a muLtimiLLion-
pound business in the 
pubLic eye”

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240179873/CIO-interview-Darrell-Stein-IT-director-Marks-and-Spencer
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To find out more about the benefits of the new Eaton 5P UPS,  
take a look at www.switch-on-eaton.co.uk

At the ForeFroNt 
oF UPS teChNoLoGY. 
AND YoU DoN’t NeeD 
4 eYeS to See WhY.
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editor’s Comment

From humble roots, 
G-Cloud is changing 
suppliers’ behaviour

The government’s G-Cloud has its critics, who like 
to cite the relatively few millions of pounds of 
spending put through the programme as being 

tiny compared to the annual £16bn IT spend.
But – putting aside the obvious counter-argument that 

such change takes time and plenty of Whitehall buyers 
remain locked into costly outsourcing deals – there are 
signs G-Cloud is making an important impact.

The initiative was intended to open up the market to 
SME suppliers, to reduce lock-in to long-term contracts, 
and create transparency of pricing, which it is doing. 
However, where G-Cloud really makes its mark is when 
it makes the big suppliers change their behaviour.

Salesforce.com has announced plans for its first UK-
based datacentre, effectively satisfying a data-protec-
tion condition of being able to win G-Cloud deals.

Now, Oracle is building a UK datacentre specifically to 
deliver government IT services through G-Cloud. Do not 
underestimate how significant a move this is.

If suppliers of the size and influence of Oracle are 
seeing the writing on the wall – that they must conform 
with G-Cloud conditions to do business with Whitehall 
– that is a major power shift in that relationship.

Oracle holds 70% of all government software licences, 
making £200m revenues from Whitehall every year.

The Cabinet Office told Computer Weekly last year 
that Oracle was one of the worst culprits for price 
inconsistency, charging up to three times more to some 
departments for the same products.

And there was a furore earlier this year after the publi-
cation of a notice for a £750m Oracle framework agree-
ment, entirely at odds with the Whitehall reforms.

That agreement will be quietly shelved - a case of 
cock-up not conspiracy, say insiders - but it demon-
strated the prevailing mood that, for too long, Oracle 
had the government over a barrel.

The fact that the software giant is now investing in 
a new datacentre, in direct response to the growth of 
G-Cloud, is a sign that the balance of power between 
government IT buyers and their suppliers may finally be 
shifting in the right direction. n
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This platform-based approach to customer 
engagement creates an entirely new level 
of measurement. Thanks to tools built into 
the digital platform that Teague exploits 
to reach his millions of customers, he has 
real-time insight into what his customers do 
and what they want. That insight allows him 
to innovate continually, identifying specific 
improvements he wants to offer customers 
to see how they will respond, knowing that 
not everything will work. 

Digital disruptors fail – usually more often 
than they succeed – but because they exploit 
digital plat forms that require almost no 
investment and provide such immediate 
feedback, failure is a cheap teacher.

An obsession with digital relationships; a 
passion for measuring results; and a fond-
ness for rapid innovation cycles in which 
failure is viewed as cheap feedback; all are 
traits that make Charles Teague and his team 
digital disruptors.

You can do this, too, thanks to the digital 
platform. For decades, the prevailing wisdom 
was that a company had to grow in size to 
achieve economies of scale. But today many 
of the economies of scale that matter most 
don’t have to reside in the company for the 
company to benefit from them. They can 
instead be attributes of a digital platform that 
a company exploits. n

opinion

The ubiquity of the digital platform affords a cheap and easy means of testing 
modes of innovation with little risk attached to failure, says James McQuivey

How CIOs can be disruptors and 
exploit digital economies of scale

Charles Teague joined Allaire Corpora-
tion – the creator of ColdFusion, one of 
the first database-driven web content 

servers – in 1995. He had a front-row seat 
for the explosion of web content and web 
commerce that followed. But it wasn’t until 
Teague’s next step that he earned the title of 
“digital disruptor”, when he and some friends 
developed an app and gave it away on a digi-
tal platform for free.

His iPhone app – Lose It! – shot to the top 
of the iPhone health & fitness category. The 
app serves as a weight loss tool. It is simple – 
users log the calories they consume and see 
how that affects their long-term weight. 

Teague realised early on that the iPhone 
was the ideal calorie-tracking platform. Users 
always have it with them, apps are a few 
finger motions away and it gives custom-
ers remote access to nutrition and personal 
history databases stored in the cloud. Today, 
Lose It! has more than 13 million customers 
accessing the tool on a variety of platforms, 
including iPhones, iPads, Android phones, 
tablets and the web.

Perpetual customer engagement 
A platform is only as powerful as the digital 
bridge it builds to the customer. 

It used to be that large retail stores bragged 
of having 20 million customers, a powerful 
analogue relationship. But those customers 
only came to the store a few times a year. 

In the digital era, companies such as Gilt 
Groupe can get millions of customers to visit 
the site or use an app two or three times a 
day. This creates a perpetual customer rela-
tionship, one that digital disruptors see as 
the most desirable thing in the world – they 
organise their entire business to tap those 
platforms most likely to generate the most 
minutes of engagement per day from the 
most people.

 Will CIOs 
lead or lag in 

the age of 
digital 

disruption?

 Steps CIOs 
can take to 

harness digital 
disruption James McQuivey is the author of 

Digital Disruption: Unleashing the 
Next Wave of Innovation. He is a 
vice-president and principal analyst 
at Forrester Research and a leading 
analyst tracking the development of 
digital disruption

This is an edited excerpt.  
Click here to read the full article online
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Many new technologies appear to be completely different and disruptive to the 
status quo, suggesting they need to be considered and managed in an entirely 
new way; but as reality bites, it turns out that the fundamentals of management 
change very little.

Mobile technologies are no exception. What started out as a special tool for certain roles 
and only with certain devices has exploded into a consumer-led boom of a huge diversity 
of smartphones and tablets. These devices might be operated with touchscreens instead of 
keyboards and connect over public wireless rather than private fixed networks, but they are 
essentially doing the same job – allowing their users to communicate and interact with data.

Extra risks occur because of the use of open and public networks, a greater variety of 
devices and, increasingly, that employees want to be allowed to bring their own devices and 
use them for work. These things are not necessarily unique to mobile devices and some busi-
nesses will have had employees connecting in from domestic desktop computers over the 
last couple of decades, but the consumer mind-set towards IT has really gathered most of its 
momentum from mobile devices.

The risks of varied mobile usage need managing and this is where various categories of 
mobile enterprise management tools have sprung up to address the challenge.

Devices
The first area to address is typically the device itself through mobile device management 
(MDM) and there are several solutions that deliver the basic MDM secure functionality, 
which many IT managers first saw in the BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES). 

The basic controls revolve around ensuring users secure their devices, so enforce the  
setting of access passcodes. Then check the status of any given device – assuming it 
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  Integrated 
business 

services aims at 
enterprise 

MDM

  Security 
Think Tank: 
MDM is no 

BYOD silver 
bullet

Managing the mobile enterprise
Mobile working has brought new challenges for IT departments, but the 
fundamentals of managing them remain the same. Rob Bamforth reports

Buyer’s guide
mobile device management part 1 of 3    
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connects to the network – and apply remote control to set and reset settings.
If it has been lost or stolen, the final sanction is to remote lock and wipe the device of all its 

contents. However, the growth of bring your own device (BYOD) complicates this last stage. 
Long-term players in the mobile market include Fiberlink, Mformation, the iAnywhere subsid-
iary of Sybase (now SAP) and Good Technology – the latter two having evolved as a result of 
significant acquisitions and mergers as the mobile industry matured. Other mobile manage-
ment specialists such as Airwatch, Mobile Iron and Zenprise (now part of Citrix) have also 
been quick to build a strong presence in MDM.

Beyond basic operational security controls, the next step is to look at the deployment 
lifecycle of mobile devices and ensure that they fit with the wider strategy for IT. Compared 
with fixed desktop PCs, mobile devices bring additional challenges which increase their 
management overheads, but they should still be 
regarded as part of the total IT estate.

There are two ways to address this; either seek 
out solutions from suppliers that offer a “single 
pane of glass” which encompasses all devices 
– desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones – 
such as those from Fiberlink and Kaseya; or look 
to outsource the more complex mobile manage-
ment to a managed service provider.

Whichever way, it is vital to manage the entire 
lifecycle as mobile devices have a history of 
being put forward by employees for upgrade 
more frequently than is strictly necessary – and 
the devices walk out of the door when someone 
leaves the business. BYOD might soothe this 
particular issue, but many will bring their own 
devices in addition to devices provided by their 
employers. Keeping track of who has what and 
who paid for it has become a necessary part of MDM.

Lifecycle management starts with configuration, settings and activation but needs to run 
to the end of use, with asset tracking, replacement, upgrade, decommissioning and disposal. 
Whether an employee breaks a device, loses it or is fired, there needs to be a procedure in 
place to ensure the process is simple and easily repeatable. 

This should be automated where possible, especially during commissioning with self-
service, portals and corporate app stores, as the increasing prevalence of BYOD makes this 
fraught with difficulties. A key feature for all MDM tools is to be able to set a variety of poli-
cies and controls and then interface appropriately to HR processes and systems.

Content
The most extreme reaction of the most paranoid manager to data security might be to go 
beyond managing the device and encrypting everything, but most users will rebel against 
this at some level if it makes their work or life harder. They will definitely object if it is 
expected that data stored on their own BYOD phone or tablet has to be encrypted.

Each organisation needs to determine the value and risk of data to decide how much 
security is appropriate. This might include access controls that need to be applied, based 
on users, roles and the capabilities or risks of classes of device. Some data may need to be 
geo-fenced to ensure it can only be accessed in certain locations or have access controls 
and constraints based on time or date.

Corporate data may be kept and managed centrally, only accessible from a cloud service 
and never residing on a device. The important thing is to ensure that the right controls can be 
exerted on data of known value or risk, without removing the flexibility that mobile brings – 
otherwise employees will  just work around the issue, bringing potentially greater risks.

whether an 
empLoyee breaks a 
device, Loses it or is 
fired, there needs 
to be a procedure in 
pLace to ensure the 
process is simpLe and 
easiLy repeatabLe
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Some MDM suppliers extend their solutions to include the management of content or its 
access and use. This is largely a security issue to avoid problems if a device is lost or stolen, 
but also includes the need to prevent accidental (or deliberate) data leakage while the device 
is still in the hands of its rightful owner. The issues are more complex for mobile, especially 
as users will often be storing and accessing a mix of their own and work content and will 
generally need to share the information with 
colleagues or onto other legitimate devices 
of their own. Hence the two areas that need 
most attention are email, in particular the 
use of attachments, and how to manage 
external, shared storage in the cloud.

Email can be addressed through selective 
encryption and/or data leakage prevention 
(DLP). There are suppliers who have added 
mobile capabilities to existing email manage-
ment, such as Mimecast, or MDM compa-
nies such as Good Technology who provide 
email access tools with the controls built in. 
Cloud storage control is a bigger challenge 
due to the growth in the numbers of easy to 
use and often free services, most of which 
are aimed at consumers. There are many enterprise-grade cloud storage tools and services that 
support collaboration such as Microsoft Sharepoint, Huddle or Intralinks, which provide high 
levels of security. There is still a user adoption challenge if usability does not match consumer 
options for mobile users, but mobile specific apps are starting to appear.

Applications 
An increasingly important area to consider is mobile application management (MAM). 
How will these be deployed, installed and correctly configured now that, thanks to BYOD, 
the concept of a standard corporate build on a standard corporate device is out of the 
window? Applications that are required for work need to be made available in a simple, 
flexible, self-service manner, delivered over the air with some enforcement to ensure criti-
cal apps are installed, and unapproved ones are not, or are at least contained. Versions and 
special variants of applications need to be managed over the complete usage lifecycle and 
secured via access control and data leakage prevention. The entire process is then com-
pleted with tracking and monitoring of performance, usage and compliance.

This approach to managing the mobile applications themselves and how they are used 
sidesteps the issue of BYOD versus corporate deployment and shifts the focus from the 
devices to the user. It treats every device as insecure, and then distributes and manages the 
applications that are required for enterprise usage on a set of supported platforms.

While many MDM suppliers already offer some form of MAM, it is central to the mes-
saging of companies such as Airwatch and Fiberlink and has encouraged the emergence of 
new entrants such as Apperian. There are solutions adopting a “container” approach with a 
number of mobile enterprise application platforms that incorporate MAM into their solution, 
such as Kony and Antenna. These might be useful to consider for those organisations where 
bespoke or in-house developed mobile applications fulfil a significant role.

There are others where the focus of MAM is enterprise app stores and for many individuals 
and organisations, this provides a familiar, yet manageable framework for mobile application 
deployment. Enterprise app stores are only starting to gather momentum but with the con-
tinued growth of BYOD it would appear to be an important market development to track.

The reality is that it is not really the device that needs to be managed, but what the user 
does with it and the data they use it to access. It is about managing the process of mobile 
working not the raw components – whoever owns them. n

cLoud storage controL 
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virtualisation and storaGe

Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) is an increasingly popular choice for user 
workstations. VDI provides better control over desktops, allows user data to be 
stored centrally, reduces support overheads and cuts hardware maintenance and 
refresh costs. But key to its implementation is VDI storage that can handle the 

input/output operations per second (IOPS) demands of virtual desktops, which are fairly 
low – though random – during the working day, but which spike at the beginning of shifts as 
staff log on in, so-called boot storms.

VDI storage requirements are hard to satisfy using spinning disks without using short-
stroked spindles that waste capacity and energy. So, many select flash-only or hybrid flash 
disks as VDI storage, which have the advantage of providing much greater I/O performance 
than just spinning disk and come in a variety of form factors.

 Hybrid 
flash array: 

What it is and 
how to use it 

 All-flash 
storage 

systems: Types 
and use cases

Sizing VDI storage for I/O 
performance in flash arrays
Manek Dubash looks at two flash approaches to VDI storage – one hybrid flash 
with spinning disk, the other pure flash – and how they fulfill IOPS requirements
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But how do you size a VDI storage deployment to meet the performance needs of your 
desktop environment?

There are two differing flash approaches to VDI storage – one hybrid flash with spinning 
disk, the other pure flash storage – and they are determined by the IOPS requirements they 
need to fulfil. 

Violin’s pure flash powers Charityshare’s VDI storage
Charityshare is a not-for-profit consortium providing managed IT services to around 5,000 
users at Age UK, The Children’s Society and Alzheimer’s Society.

“Alzheimer’s Society and The Children’s Society have been running Windows XP VDI on 
an HP EVA SAN for the last two or three years,” says Greg Cooke, engineering manager at 
Charityshare. “When Age UK joined us, it wanted to refresh its desktops.”

So Cooke and his colleagues looked at the charity’s needs, undertook staff surveys, calcu-
lated requirements and found that 80% to 90% were 
suited to VDI.

“We had to come up with some approximate figures 
of what was required in terms of IOPS and capacity,” 
says the organisation’s Citrix engineer, Paul Mainstone. 

“In a VDI environment there are times of day when 
I/O is more important, such as the start and end of the 
day. We had to make some assumptions around boot 
storms and logon storms, and consider how antivirus 
would affect our storage, as this can have a big impact.

“We have found in the past that sharing storage 
between servers and desktops has an uncertain effect 
on user experience.”  

Charityshare found VDI more sensitive to disk per-
formance than a server, so a large SQL job running on 
a shared disk causes desktops to lose performance as 
applications lock up and freeze, while server applica-
tions can deal with reduced I/O much better.

The consortium knew it needed to find a storage 
solution that would deliver the IOPS and capacity while 
remaining within the charities’ budgets. It shortlisted 
three suppliers, all of which delivered the right features. 

“In the end, the decision was down to usability, cost 
and support,” says Cooke. “We chose Violin Memory 
because of its comprehensive support and backing from 
HP at the time.

“We decided on the cheaper MLC flash storage, largely because we sized the desktops 
at around 35 IOPS/desktop, which was always going to be 1.5 times more than we actually 

needed,” says Mainstone. 
“The overall requirement was for 70,000 IOPS at boot 

storm and 8TB of capacity. Violin’s system delivers more 
than 100,000 IOPS, so we knew it would more than meet 
our technical needs and be within budget.”

“The implementation process was straightforward and 
painless,” says Cooke. 

“Violin were great. They installed an evaluation unit in 
our datacentre and we were up and running the same 
day. We load-tested several hundred desktops and 
found it delivered what was required.”

After deployment into the production environment, 

“we had to 
make some 
assumptions 
around boot 
storms and 
Logon storms, 
and consider 
how antivirus 
wouLd affect 
our storage”
greg cooke, 

charityshare

http://www.computerweekly.com
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virtualisation and storaGe

Charityshare found it was using fewer IOPS than expected. “As part of the feasibility study, 
when we classified our user base we were over-generous in our calculations of the IOPS 
required for task and knowledge workers. This means we have more capacity for the future if 
requirements increase,” says Mainstone.

“Now it’s installed, from the start of roll-out to the end of roll-out, IOPS performance has 
not declined and there have been no outages, so we’re very happy with the performance. The 
proof of the pudding though is how users respond, and they have been extremely positive.”

Nimble hybrid VDI storage delivers IOPS for Saunderson House
Saunderson House is a firm of independent financial advisers with around 100 users and 
infrastructure based on VMware ESXi and VMware View 5.1. The company first used 
VDI at its disaster recovery location and found it worked so well it migrated all users to 
virtual desktops.

“I have used VDI for two and a half years,” says busi-
ness systems manager David Pritt. “I found it stable and 
easy to manage. Now we’ve made the decision to go 
completely VDI. This gives us more flexibility, means 
staff can work from home or from another office if nec-
essary, supports BYOD [bring your own device] and it’s 
easy to manage.”

VDI means Pritt can simplify his desktop estate of 110 
PCs, each of which differs due to user customisation. 
“It’s not easy to lock the PCs down due to the special-
ised software we use,” he says. 

“However, View 5 works off a set of gold images – one 
for each task – and linked clones.

“We run two Hitachi AMS 2100 SANs – 12TB here, 
8TB at the disaster recovery site – and they’re solid 
and work well. But when we started VDI storage load-
testing, we realised we saturated the controllers quickly, 
especially at log-on time when we experienced boot 
storms. Hitachi said we needed to buy another tray with 
more spindles, but I didn’t need the extra capacity, I 
needed more IOPS.”

Pritt then looked at flash-only storage suppliers, 
including Tintri and Pure Storage, but preferred the 
hybrid option offered by Nimble, as it incurred no tiering 
management overhead.

“I also liked the idea of a hybrid system rather than pure flash because we could store more 
data than on pure flash,” he says. “I still have reservations about flash, as it degrades and so 
needs clever algorithms to avoid noise between cells.

“I needed to be convinced. Nimble Storage sent us a box on 
approval, so if we liked it we could keep it. In the end, we bought 
two CS210s with about 8TB each and we use them just for the 
VMware View environment. We tested with 8,000 IOPS and the 
Nimble storage wasn’t even stressed, whereas the Hitachis would 
have been saturating.”

Pritt says the system offers replication, snapshotting and compression. He says he is 
impressed by the “single pane of glass” management system. He also liked the Nimble sys-
tem’s expandability.

“We looked for flexibility, adaptability and low step costs,” he says. “Nimble means we don’t 
have to replace the whole unit, but we can expand it as necessary. It offers more flexibility 
than products like NetApp, where you hit the top then you’ve got a major investment step.” n

“i stiLL have 
reservations 
about fLash, as 
it degrades and 
so needs cLever 
aLgorithms to 
avoid noise 
between ceLLs”
david pritt, 

saunderson house

› Using hybrid storage
› When to consider an all-flash array

› Solid state storage: Tips & tricks

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/tip/Using-hybrid-storage
http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/When-to-Consider-an-All-Flash-Array?track=TOC
http://bitpipe.computerweekly.com/detail/RES/1365137997_664.html
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Cw500: mobile serviCes

The roll-out of 4G mobile networks will gather pace this year, promising higher 
speeds and lower latency, opening up new opportunities for mobile working and 
customer engagement. By the end of the year the UK should have widespread, near 
ubiquitous, very high-speed mobile 

networks, which is an opportunity for a lot 
of organisations, with the potential to better 
interact and serve customers one of the key 
benefits expected.

IT chiefs met at Computer Weekly’s 
CW500 Club to discuss the effects of the 
arrival of the 4G network in the UK. The 
three speakers at the CW500 Club meet-
ing work in sectors where mobile customer 
interaction and services are not only vital to 
the operation, but also provide competitive 
opportunities. 
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  Sainsbury’s 
partners with 

LMG for 
analytical 
reporting 

system

  Interview: 
John Harris, 

vice-president 
of global 

enterprise 
architecture, 

Aimia

4G to underpin 
ubiquitous 
mobile services

Karl Flinders finds out what 4G means for IT leaders 
and how they can look past the hype to take advantage 
of fast wireless connections in their IT strategy

cw500 club spEakErs

n  katie lips, head of digital strategy and 
innovation at aimia, which runs the 
nectar loyalty management scheme

n  kevin o’connor, cio at business travel 
company carlson Wagonlit

n  ben carter, global head of digital  
for betfair, which pioneered 
mobile in its market
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Cw500: mobile serviCes

4G’s role in customer loyalty
Katie Lips, head of digital strategy and innovation at Aimia – the business behind the 
Nectar loyalty scheme – initially admitted the company is not yet a user of 4G, but said, 
with the plethora of mobile development going on within the business, it will come.

She said a key part of her job is to look at mobile technologies and decide what is relevant 
to the company and its customers. Updating the scheme in line with the latest technolo-
gies is not straightforward, however. “You can imagine the challenges of taking a 10-year-old 
loyalty scheme and reshaping it to take advantage of 
new technologies,” she said.

Lips believes 4G will help improve the loyalty 
scheme by making the user experience better and 
encouraging people to do more online. But she 
believes the real benefit from mobile and the abil-
ity to generate more data about customers is that 
it will enable the company to target appropriate 
offers at people.

“TV adverts kind of work – they are a bit annoy-
ing but not too disruptive. Online adverts are little 
bit awkward, and on mobile they are really annoy-
ing,” she said. “When we have so much data about 
what people are doing, why are we sent irrelevant 
adverts? 4G is an opportunity to improve this 
through more contextual advertising on mobile.”

She said 4G will encourage more people to do more things with their mobiles, which 
means retailers will be able to target users with the right offers at the right time: “You know 
where I am, who I am, you know something about me, perhaps where I am going and even 
what I am going to do.

“4G is not just about a faster connection, it is a bigger connection – and if loyalty is about 
the balance of customers giving data away to receive rewards, 4G is about making this con-
nection bigger. This is near us and we are doing research into it,” she said.

4G fuels mobility in the travel industry
Kevin O’Connor, CIO at business travel company Carlson Wagonlit, said 4G delivers a 
richer experience, but does not really open any doors for the business.

He said tablet devices are creating the business opportunity, and that will be accelerated 
by 4G. “There are so many doors that are closed, we need to open more. Don’t do something 

new because of 4G, but if you are in the mobile space you 
must harness it,” said O’Connor.

He quoted research from Morgan Stanley which found 
that by the end of 2013 there will be more mobile devices 
in use than desktops and laptops. “Any business should be 
focused on mobile,” he added.

Carlson Wagonlit Travel will use 4G to improve 
customer experience by giving them lots more 
information while they are on the move, as well as making 
offers to them while travelling, said O’Connor. Armed  
with a tablet device, business travellers will be able to 
make changes to their plans in real time, as well as access 
all the information they require as part of the Carlson 
Wagonlit service.

He said mobile devices and 4G make the role of CIO more 
business critical: “I am a CIO now running the most exciting 
part of the business – mobile.”

“4g is not just 
about a faster 
connection, 
it is a bigger 
connection [with 
customers]”
katie Lips, aimia

  CIO 
interview: 

Kevin 
O’Connor, 

Carlson 
Wagonlit 

Travel

“don’t do 
something new 
because of 4g, 
but if you are 
in the mobiLe 
space you must 
harness it”
kevin o’connor, 
carLson wagonLit
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Cw500: mobile serviCes

4G raises the stakes in mobile betting
Ben Carter, global head of digital at Betfair, which pioneered mobile in its market, is excited 
about the opportunities 4G brings. 

Through its matching engine, the company completes more transactions on a daily basis 
than the New York Stock Exchange. This system matches up bets from different members in 
the same way a stock exchange matches people selling shares to those wanting to buy them.

Mobile is a massive driver for Betfair’s business – by introducing new customers, and there-
fore revenue streams, rather than increasing sales to 
existing customers.

“It is key to us because it brings in a different set of 
customers through more recreational betting,” he said. 
“Previously, you could only put a bet on in a bookmak-
ers, then you could online, and now you can via mobile.”

Carter said all growth in sales being experienced by 
bookmakers currently is coming through the mobile 
channel. “We were focused on trying to drive existing 
customers to mobile, but we realised we needed new 
customers because existing customers would go online 
eventually.” He said new customers are coming to 
mobile first.

4G will again enable customers to do more on the move, which will allow Betfair to offer 
more betting opportunities. For example, Betfair can work out odds during a football game as 
the scoreline changes and people can make different bets throughout.

“I am really excited about 4G,” concluded Carter. A feeling shared by all the speakers, with 
4G set to underpin their mobile products and services. n

“i am reaLLy 
excited  
about 4g”
ben carter, betfair

  Betfair 
opens up to 

software 
developers

  CIO 
interview:  

Tony 
McAlister, 

CTO, Betfair

Mobile is a massive driver 
for betfair’s business
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downtime

straight out of Sons of Anarchy, with two 
members of a Mexican drug cartel being 
attacked with a chainsaw.

Facebook replied: “We reviewed the 
video but found it doesn’t violate [our] 
Community Standard on graphic violence, 
which includes depicting harm to some-
one or something, threats to the public’s 
safety, or theft and vandalism.”

Whoever wrote that email may need 
their head examining...

Oh well, we are sure you can find plenty 
of videos on the internet if decapitation is 
your thing. We still stick to live streams of 
kittens and keynotes here, thanks. n

Facebook loses head over violent videos
Modern Britain is often losing its head 
over “political correctness gone mad”, but 
it seems Facebook has more important 
bonces to deal with.

Until recently, it was allowing videos of 
decapitations to be posted online, claiming 
its users had the right to depict the “world 
in which we live.”

However, it has reversed its decision 
after the US Family Online Safety Institute 
claimed the videos “crossed a line.”

Strangely, Facebook ignored a complaint 
from a Belfast university student who 
reported a video sounding like something 

facEbook outs fErGiE’s succEssor

We have all made the odd social network faux pas. from being tagged in a picture on a drunken night 
out to tweeting about a boss who follows you, online communities are no place to keep secrets.

but you would think a company worth £2bn may have a couple of employees at least making 
sure there are no slip ups to bring embarrassment on the firm? Wouldn’t you?

Well, someone may have just received their p45 at Manchester united. after sir alex 
ferguson announced his retirement, speculation was rife as to who would take over – from 

rumours of a uk return for the special one through to wishful thinking that 
alan pardew would bugger off from newcastle – everyone with an inkling 

of interest about the beautiful game was awaiting the news.
but rather than a grand announcement, Manchester united 

accidentally post the news that david Moyes will take on the posi-
tion and leave everton behind on their facebook page, meaning the 
news was all over the web in minutes.

let that be a lesson to all companies embracing the social media 
revolution. you may think it is just a job for a wet-behind-the-ears 
intern but facebook and twitter can make news, break news or lead 

to another member of staff joining the dole queue. good luck in your 
next adventure social media guru 187...

 Read  
more on the 

Downtime blog
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